The Cabinet
another occupant of the White House. Something he does
arouses fierce criticism; an influential member of Congress
may easily think that to head this criticism is to give him
a chance of the succession. Another may feel that the
time has coifte to hedge; the President has attacked, it may
be, the public utilities, and they are powerful in his State;
it will do him no harm in his State to display his inde-
pendence. The President, to put it briefly, when he deals
with Congress is always dealing with a quasi-independent
empire his hold over which is never certain. His position
is like that of a minority Government in the House of
Commons without an appeal to the electorate as the con-
tingent sanction of its policy. The time he needs to think
out his measures is largely taken up with maintaining a
power which ought not to admit of question. And every
time he suffers a major defeat, the ability to repeat that
defeat is intensified by the loss of prestige he suffers.
From all these doubts and difficulties our system frees
the English Cabinet. Broadly, it knows that it can get
what it wants. The result is to make responsibility direct
and policy coherent. Unless the Cabinet has made a bad
blunder, it knows that it can stand by its decisions. No
doubt there will be cabals to watch and intrigues to
stifle; Mr. Churchill, for instance, may have his little
group of sharpshooters to attack the Government's policy
over India. But it is rare that the cabal can, or will wish to,
pull the Cabinet down. At the best it may put the other
side in office; at the worst, its members may be risking
their own seats %t the next general election. Parties tend
to like reliable men, and even consummate artists in
criticism like Mr. Churchill may find that they sacrifice
their reputation for reliability in their quest for artistic
self-expression. The private member, so long as he is
satisfied with the large outlines of policy, is not going to
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